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Abstract
Diabetes is well known to affect peripheral nervous system. We have summarized the multiple different presentations of peripheral nervous system involvement in this disease along with the medical and rehabilitation management. The clinical presentation depends on the localization of the damage which can involve nerve roots, plexus, focal nerves, diffuse involvement of multiple nerves and autonomic system. The process can be acute or insidious based on the pathology which can be variable.
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Introduction
Diabetes neuropathy (DN) is a growing concern with increased morbidity and mortality. The swings in blood sugar and high blood sugar damage both the vasculature and the nerves contributing to the disease and depending on the sites of injuries, can manifest with four different presentations: peripheral, focal, proximal and autonomic. Initial evaluation can consist of thorough history and physical exam with laboratory testing, electromyography, biopsy and imaging if indicated. Treatment is focused on strict glycemic controls, symptom control through medication and therapy to improve quality of life and safety. Occupational and Physical therapy should be considered in all patients with moderate to severe DN.

Disease
Diabetes is a growing concern of health professionals with rising numbers and an estimated 9.3% of the American population having the disease [1]. The direct and indirect cost of diabetes to US health care was $245 billion dollars in 2012 and is only expected to increase [2]. Of these people, approximately 49% go on to develop some sort of neuropathy [3]. DN can greatly lower quality of life in diabetics and also increase mortality and morbidity [4-7]. The neuropathy can present in several ways: peripheral and symmetrical, focal, proximal and autonomic. Both type 1 and 2 diabetes have peripheral neuropathy as the most common but these neuropathies have also been noted in those with no diabetes but impaired glucose tolerance and prediabetics [8,9].

Pathology
The pathogenesis behind diabetic neuropathy is multivariable. Hyperglycemia can cause neuropathy through production of reactive oxygen species, oxidative stress, inflammatory injury and advanced glycation end products [9]. Hyperlipidemia can also result in multiple mechanisms of neuronal injury. Free fatty acids can cause inflammatory cytokines, the fatty acids themselves have been shown to cause injury, and oxidized forms of these acids, LDL and other plasma proteins can trigger cascades that cause oxidative stress [10]. Insulin resistance has also been shown to downregulate signaling of neurotrophic growth factors [11]. Particular interleukin inflammatory proteins have been associated with large nerve sensorimotor neuropathy associated with IL-6 and IL-10 while IL-10 alone is implicated in demyelination [12]. The product of the aforementioned disruptions is a combination multiple cellular errors that can result in apoptosis, macrophage activation and loss of neurotrophic signals resulting in damage to the nerves manifesting in diabetic neuropathy [13].

The above intracellular stresses also happen to other cells, including muscle and nerves. Another large contributor to the neuropathy is the interruption of the neural microvasculature. Nerve biopsies show reduced oxygen tension, membrane thickening, endothelial cell proliferation and hypertrophy [14]. Pathology of diabetic amyotrophy affected nerves shows the same pattern: multifocal fiber loss, perineural degeneration or thickening, neovascularization, and abortive regeneration of nerve fibers forming microfasciculi, and is significant for more ischemic damage than non-diabetic plexopathies [15]. In vivo studies on neuronal blood flow have also shown abnormalities and slower flow on diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy compared to diabetics with no neuropathy [16].

This microvascular damage causes the manifestation of a significant amount of the other symptoms including but not limited to nephropathy and retinopathy, as well as myopathic changes [17]. The muscle is also directly weakened by the intracellular damage but also the loss of innervation and both macro and microvasculature damage, leading to atrophy, weakness, fatigue and slowing of contraction [18]. Patients with DN have been shown to have accelerated loss of strength, mass and quality of muscles compared to diabetics without neuropathy [19]. This simultaneous damage of sensation and strength greatly increases morbidity [20].

Presentation
Peripheral neuropathy is the classic, most common diabetic neuropathy. It is length dependent, striking the feet first in a stocking type pattern. There is a gradual and insidious multimodal loss of sensation that can present with a variety of combination of complaints including electric stinging, hyperanalgesia, burning, numbness, and imbalance in addition to other diabetic complications [21]. Physical signs of extensor digitorum brevis wasting, loss of ankle reflexes, foot drop and hair loss can be observed [13]. This can progress to a point to having motor nerves and upper extremities also involved in severe...
cases. The loss of pedal sensation and places the patient at risk for foot ulcers and falls.

**True entrapment** presents with slow progression and long lasting, requiring intervention differs from mononeuritis which presents acutely with pain and is self-limited in the distribution of the affected nerve [22].

**Mononeuritis** is called by vasculitis and ischemia to the nerve and is associated with weight loss. Mononeuritis and entrapment both affect similar nerves, including cranial (III, IV, VI, VII), in addition to peripheral peroneal, sacral, femoral, median and ulnar, with median as the most common [23]. True entrapment is also worsened in diabetes, up to 3× the normal population, which is thought to be increased damage to areas of compression, poorer recovery to damage, metabolic changes and swelling [24]. Each focal neuropathy will present with loss of function and perhaps pain or tingling in same area. Multifocal neuropathy (aka mononeuritis multiplex) can also occur, with at least 2 nerves independently affected, presenting with asymmetric neuropathy with pain and similar to mononeuritis, be associated with weight loss [25].

While DN can show diffuse neuronal injury, the one of the rarer but concerning sites are the major nerve plexuses when it manifests as **proximal diabetic neuropathy** (aka Diabetic amyotrophy, diabetic cervical radiculoplexus neuropathy, diabetic thoracic radiculoneuropathy, and diabetic lumbar-sacral radiculoplexus neuropathy). The brachial plexus originates from C5-T1 in 95% of individuals with occasional anomalous fibers originating from C4 and T2 and can be separated into supraclavicular, retroclavicular, and infraclavicular regions. The supraclavicular region is made up of the roots and trunks, with C5 and C6 joining to give the upper trunk; C7 becomes the middle trunk and C8-T1 joining to become the lower trunk. Below the clavicle, there trunks split into anterior and posterior divisions and recombine below the clavicle to become the 3 cords named in according to their position around the subclavian artery. These then become the 5 terminal branches. Along the entire structure, eleven minor nerves exit at particular locations, which greatly aid in localization. The lumbosacral plexus originates from the anterior divisions of the lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal nerve, with occasional supplementation from T12. It is well protected in the retroperitoneal space which makes it less prone to injury than the exposed brachial plexus. The major divisions are the obturator and femoral nerve from L2-4 lumbar plexus and the sciatic nerve from L4-S2 from the lumbosacral plexus which further separates to the tibial and peroneal nerves.

**Diabetic Autonomic neuropathy (DAN)** is one of the greater concerns of DN; given it is a significant source of morbidity and mortality [7]. Major clinical symptoms of DAN include neurovascular dysfunction, sexual dysfunction, neurogenic bladder, sudomotor dysfunction, orthostatic hypotension, gastroparesis, exercise intolerance and even worsened control of glucose ("brittle diabetes"). 25% of type 1 and 32% of type 2 diabetics have been shown to have two or more autonomic abnormalities on testing [26]. Cardiac autonomic neuropathy has a 5 times increase in mortality, compared to those without [27]. Sadly it is also the most common nerve affected in DAN, given the vagal nerve is the longest parasympathetic nerve and the length dependent nature of the disease [27]. Unfortunately, DAN is often overlooked and not tested for despite the impact on quality of life [28].

**Work Up**

Establishing the neuropathy is solely related to diabetes and not a severe or correctable cause is an important step, as 10% of neuropathies in diabetics have been shown to have alternate causes [29]. Given the likely underlying pathology, glucose testing including hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), fasting blood glucose, and possible glucose tolerance test in those that test normal for HbA1c show be obtained. AAN guidelines also recommend B12 with methylmalonic acid and or homocysteine as well as protein electrophoresis [30]. Further testing is reliant on a clinician’s judgement; is family history concerning for a genetic disorder, are there other autoimmune symptoms, or previous history of/or concern for cancer are among questions that should be addressed and considered. In proximal neuropathy, laboratory studies in the disease can be variable with nonspecific inflammatory findings. A small study showed that CSF protein was elevated in 90% of subjects with ESR/CRP raised in 33% and other ANA/ANCA and RF findings elevated in 25% [31].

Both Electromyography (EMG) and nerve biopsy have good negative predictive value at ruling out diabetic peripheral neuropathy but poor positive predictive value, and their utility is best used to give supportive information to the clinical diagnosis or rule out an alternate pathology [30,32]. Dyck et al. suggests the use of two abnormalities in the following fibular motor nerve conduction velocity (MNCV), sural sensory nerve action potential, tibial MNCV, ulnar MNCV, tibial F-wave latency and ulnar F-wave latency as an acceptable in supporting diabetic peripheral neuropathy [33]. Given the relatively low diagnostic yield in a clear case of peripheral DN, EMG should be reserve for more atypical presentations and in cases concerning focal or proximal neuropathy. EMG in focal neuropathy can establish and confirm the nerve in question is impaired and others are relatively spared. In multifocal diabetic neuropathy, EMG will show a focal conduction block over short nerve segments away from entrapment sites, as illustrated by the loss of compound motor action potential amplitude across the block but preserved amplitude before and after the lesion [34].

Nerve conductive studies of proximal neuropathy are typically abnormal, however four weeks should be allowed for the emergence of the symptoms to permit EMG changes develop. Electromyographic changes are also related to timing with initial proximal muscles involvement with distal evidence appearing later, with a length dependent axonal general sensorimotor polyneuropathy [35]. Sensory responses can be absent or reduced with evidence of axonal loss as illustrated by reduced compound action potential amplitudes and proportionate slowing of conduction velocities [36]. Acute needling can reveal positive sharp waves, fibrillations and reduced recruitment of voluntary motor action potentials, while chronic cases will reflect neuropathic changes of increased amplitude and duration with reduced recruitment and polyphasic waves [35]. Care should also be taken in interpretation as up to 50% of patients with diabetic lumbosacral radiculoplexus neuropathy may have other simultaneous peripheral DN secondary to their underlying diabetes [37].

DAN can be confirmed by using the composite autonomic scoring scale; composed of QSART sweat test, orthostatic vitalis, heart rate response to tilt and deep breathing, the valsava ratio, and beat to beat BP measurements during a variety of movements [38]. This composite is a specific and sensitive way to assess autonomic dysfunction [38]. Other test can be used to assess the presence of autonomic dysfunction in other organ systems, including penile tumescence studies, and vaginal phlebographsy and other imaging studies discussed below [39].

While diabetes can have nonspecific findings of increased cerebral microvascular disease and smaller cross sections of spinal cords, imaging is typically not indicated in peripheral DN or focal neuropathy unless another etiology is in the suspected after a thorough history and
physical exam [40]. Imaging of the brachial and lumbosacralplexuses is indicated in assessing proximal neuropathy, as it is a diagnosis of exclusion. MRI with 1.5T or greater magnet is the preferred modality for non-traumatic brachial pathology and will help rule out other etiologies possible in the diagnosis of proximal neuropathy, including compression, malignancy, musculoskeletal disease, infection and inflammatory disorders [41]. The diffusion weighted image with high diffusion sensitizing gradient movements helps highlight the nerve bundles allowing for the best visualizations of pathology [42]. A nonspecific pattern of increased T2, Gadolinium enhancement and/or nerve enlargement can be observed in proximal neuropathy [43]. Imaging in DAN includes ways to assess the functioning of the organ systems, including gastric emptying studies, post void bladder scans, as well as 123-Iodine metaiodobenzylguanidine scans which evaluate the sympathetic innervation of the heart, and loss is a strong predictor of heart failure [44].

Medical Management

Glucose control is the primary goal in treatment. This prevents/limits further damage to the neuromuscular system, however is much more effective in type 1 vs. type 2 [45]. Given the raised triglycerides and LDL levels in diabetes type 2, treatment with fenofibrate and statins can be considered if indicated [46]. Other options that limit end organ dysfunctions should also be considered, such as aspirin, blood pressure and lisinopril for kidney, heart, and vasculature protection. Multiple drugs and other compounds have been proposed in reducing or reversing DN, however none have found to be successful in comprehensive reviews, with polyneuropathy with the anti-oxidant alpha-lipoic acid as a prime failed example [47]. Sadly, medical management in peripheral DN is reduced to controlling the underlying illness and managing symptoms.

Symptom management of neuropathic pain includes use of pregabalin as class A evidence and selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, Tricyclic antidepressants, gabapentin, with opiates considered in the acute phase as class b evidence [48]. This slightly varies from a 2010 Cochrane report indicating Tricyclics being the initial medication based on lowest number needed to treat (1.3-2.4), with pregabalin next, followed by SNRI and gabapentin [49]. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors can help treat with the pain and depression aspects of the disease [40]. Topical medications from over the counter capsaicin to prescription lidocaine or elaborate compounded mixtures are also indicated [48].

Focal neuropathy treatment varies depending on etiology. Entrapment neuropathy can initially undergo anti-inflammatory trials and bracing, however if it persists or the EMG is supportive of moderate or severe damage, surgical release may be necessary. Mononeuritis is self-limited and pain control is the only goal, as recovery should occur within the year. There is anecdotal evidence in the literature for mononeuritis to be treated with immunosuppression but it remains an area where additional research is needed [50].

While the approach for treatment for proximal DN is now more accepted, initially there was a vibrant debate. There was a vocal community who believed that given the inflammatory markers, the perivascular inflammation on pathology and a presentation similar to chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; immunosuppression was the treatment of choice [51]. Studies and case series appeared to show benefit of chronic immunosuppression and even intravenous immunoglobulins where used [51-53]. However, in 2009 and again in 2012, the Cochrane Review found no evidence in review of all the studies for the role of immunosuppression in DA, with the caveat that high dose steroids was attempted in only a small subgroup and unable to comment with that modality [54]. Unfortunately, no multicenter trial has been completed and no cohesive recommendations beside symptom management and strict glucose control.

DAN treatment is again more symptom management. For cardiac DAN, beta blockers to control tachycardia, lisinopril for blood pressure and remodeling and TEDs, abdominal binders and midodrine/fluродоркситоне for hypotension are some of the various options, in addition to life style changes and therapy [55]. Medications or devices to assist with erections in men or lubrication for women as well as sex therapy are options for Diabetes induced sexual dysfunction. Gastric autonomic treatment is broad but roughly equates to stimulating movement (prokinetic agents, limiting meal size, bulking agents, botox to sphincters), symptom control (anti-nausea, Proton pump inhibitors) or bypassing the system with tube feedings [55]. Other systems treatments may include bethamachol or intermittent catheterization for diabetic bladder and driving restrictions for pupil amiotilities [56].

Rehabilitation

Given the medical management of DN is limited to salvaging the remaining nerves and treating symptoms, a more rounded approach should be considered. Comprehensive medical management and multiple modalities, especially a trained nurse educator and coordinator are effective in improving the process of care in diabetes [57]. Physical therapy (PT), Occupational Therapy (OT), and Nutritional Therapy (NT) should be considered in each patient to maximize treatment and help advise on the "diet and exercise" potion of DN treatment.

NT is an important consideration for diabetics, given diet's obvious role in the disease. Focused intervention on nutritional education and providing recipes and ways to improve a patients diet have been shown to have excellent results in reducing BMI, waist circumference and HbA1c [58]. An individualized nutritional approach is also recommended as it appears to promote better adherence [59]. In cases of impaired gastric motility, the nutritionist can help advise on alterations in diet to improve fiber and flow and, in extreme cases requiring tube feeding, knowledge and recommendations on enteral feeding.

Physical therapy can help develop an appropriate exercise program for patients with limitations. Exercise of more than 150 min per week has been shown to help improve HbA1c with diet changes [60]. Exercise itself has been shown to help increase neurotrophic and vasculotropic signals and can improve DN symptoms and promote the re-growth of small nerve fibers [61]. Joint function and strength can be preserved and/or recovered in DN with range of motion and strengthening exercises. Therapist can also assist tin the assessment in the need of therapeutic devices such as wheelchairs, cane and cane-variety, braces and splints to help preserve the patient’s mobility.

Given the combination of diabetes on gait and safety, gait training in diabetes in a potential way to reduce falls in DN. Gait could be affected in three possible levels, peripheral secondary myopathy, DPN and DAN, spinal cord to brainstem resulting from small vessel strokes causing loss of sensory information and coordination, and cortical/subcortical lesions from DM related strokes, neurodegenerative diseases and small vessel disease causing higher level gait apraxia [62]. Specific advice on lifestyle choices as well as training has been shown to improve reaction time, postural balance and gait speed [63]. Directed physical therapy to the ankle to help reduce rollovers and improve stability [64].
Pain treatment is an overlooked aspect which physical therapy can assist the physician. Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation stimulate nerves topical with electric current. The signal generates contractions and heat that serves to relieve stiffness, improve mobility and relieve pain and has been shown to be an effective adjunctive therapy in diabetes management [65]. Interferential therapy uses the strong physiological effects of low frequency electrical stimulation of nerves. Ultrasound and other modalities have also been used to assist in pain control in DN.

Occupational therapy’s goal is to maintain functional independence by educating and training patients how to best use adaptive techniques and strategies of activities of daily living. These trainings can be done to improve skills at home, work or generally, Home or work evaluations for safety and need for assistive devices and technology should be performed. The occupational therapists are also good at establishing goals and assisting with carrying out a comprehensive plan, helping compliance and helping coordinate care.

Conclusion

We have above given an overview of the diabetic peripheral nervous system clinical presentations which are diverse. Pathophysiology varies as well based on the presentation. The goal of the management is multidisciplinary and the important role of different rehabilitation modalities is discussed to provide guideline to clinicians from different specialties who work with such patients.
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